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Aarhus University Press, Denmark, 2001. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . This book
usually ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders quicker than this
where possible. Brand New Book. To commemorate the centennial of the Nobel Prize in 2001, and in
the light of recent, critical Nobel research, this volume provides an historical analysis of the work,
the people, and the stories behind the thirteen Nobel Prizes awarded to Danes so far. This represents
the first time that the Nobel population of a single country has been treated in depth as a unit.Danes
have been awarded all five of the classic Nobel Prizes: one Peace Prize, three Literature, three
Physics, one Chemistry, and five Physiology or Medicine Prizes. Although only one recipient is
internationally famous -- Niels Bohr, who won the Prize in 1922 for his application of quantum ideas
to atomic structure -- the more obscure laureates are of interest precisely because they are obscure.
Why were they selected? Who were they up against? How was the news about their prize received by
colleagues abroad? Did the honor help or hinder their subsequent careers?Prior to 1974, all
deliberations behind the awarding of the Prize...
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This type of book is every thing and made me seeking forward and more. It is amongst the most awesome publication we have go through. Its been
developed in an exceptionally straightforward way and it is only soon a er i finished reading this ebook by which actually altered me, alter the way i
believe.
-- Mr s. Ser ena  Wunsch-- Mr s. Ser ena  Wunsch

It in a single of the best pdf. Of course, it can be enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this publication from my i and dad
encouraged this pdf to learn.
-- B a r on Steuber-- B a r on Steuber
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